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a b s t r a c t

The tracking and ray tracing equations for the target-aligned heliostat for solar tower power plants have
been derived in this paper. Based on the equations, a new module for analysis of the target-aligned
heliostat with an asymmetric surface has been developed and incorporated in the code HFLD. To validate
the tracking and ray tracing equations, a target-aligned heliostat with a toroidal surface is designed and
modeled. The image of the target-aligned heliostat is calculated by the modified code HFLD and
compared with that calculated by the commercial software Zemax. It is shown that the calculated results
coincide with each other very well. Therefore, the correctness of the tracking and ray tracing equations
for the target-aligned heliostat is proved.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

For solar tower power plants, the heliostats track the sun and
reflect the solar radiation onto the receiver atop a tower. The
heliostat field plays a pivotal role in contribution of the total cost
and efficiency of solar tower power plants [1]. Traditionally,
heliostats utilize spherical reflector with azimuth-elevation mount.
During the sun tracking, the incident angle relative to the heliostat
changes and the reflection is off-axis, which is most of the time in
practical situations. For the spherical reflector, the meridian focus
moves along a circle with a diameter equal to the paraxial focal
length. However, the sagittal focus moves along a straight line with
the increase of incident angle. The sagittal and meridian focuses
never overlap so that the image spreads in the focal plane. In order
to correct the astigmatism and reduce the solar image size, an
asymmetric reflector was suggested to be used which means that
the heliostat should have different curvature radii along the
meridian and sagittal direction in heliostat plane [2,3]. However,
the asymmetric reflector requires that the incident direction of
sunlight remains stationary relative to the heliostat plane and the
incident plane of sunlight coincides with the meridian plane of the
heliostat during the sun tracking. RIES H presented a new tracking
method called target-aligned mount which can be used for the
asymmetrical heliostat [4].
ei).
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In this work, the tracking and ray tracing equations for the
target-aligned heliostat are firstly derived and given explicitly.
Then based on the equations, a new module for analysis of the
target-aligned heliostat with asymmetric surface is incorporated in
the code HFLD [5e7]. The image of a single target-aligned heliostat
with toroidal surface is calculated by using the modified code HFLD
and the software Zemax respectively. Zemax is well known
commercial software which is widely used for the optical design
and analysis [8,9]. The correctness of the tracking and ray tracing
equations is proved by comparing the calculated results.

2. Tracking equations for the target-aligned heliostat

The target-aligned heliostat has two rotation axes as shown in
Fig. 1. The first axis is fixed relative to the ground and points toward
the target and the second axis is perpendicular to the first axis and
is located in the heliostat plane. As the sun moves, the heliostat
rotates about the first axis firstly so that the incident plane of
sunlight coincides with the meridian plane of the heliostat, and
then the heliostat rotates about the second axis to reflect the
sunlight to the target. The rotation angles of heliostat can be
calculated according to the solar time, the heliostat and the target
locations on earth.

For deriving the rotation angle formulas for the target-aligned
heliostat, Cartesian right-handed coordinate systems are estab-
lished and illustrated in Fig. 2. Ground-coordinates are defined as
Xg, Yg, Zg, where the tower base center G is the origin, Xg is directed
toward south, Yg points toward north, and Zg points toward the
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Fig. 1. The heliostat with target-aligned mount.
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zenith. Reflection-normal coordinates are defined as Xr, Yr, Zr, where
the heliostat plane center M is origin, Zr is along reflection toward
the target, Xr is horizontal and perpendicular to Zr, and Yr is
perpendicular to Xr toward up. T denotes the target center which
corresponds to the intersection point between the Zg axis and the Zr
axis. Zero position for the target-aligned heliostat is selected as the
meridian plane of the heliostat is vertical. YrZr plane corresponds to
the heliostat meridian plane in zero position. Auxiliary coordinates
X1Y1Z1 correspond to the real position of the heliostat after rota-
tions about the first axis.

The incidence vector pointing toward the sun from the heliostat
location in ground-coordinates is illustrated in Fig. 3.2
4 cosai
cosbi
cosgi

3
5 ¼

2
4 cosA cosa
sinA cosa
sina

3
5 (1)

where cosai, cosbi, cosgi are the direction cosine components of the
incidence vector, a is the solar altitude angle and A is the solar
azimuth angle which is measured clockwise on the horizontal
plane from the projection of the sun’s central ray to the south-
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Fig. 2. Coordinate systems for deriving the rotation angle formulas for the target-
aligned heliostat.
pointing coordinate axis. The angles a and A can be calculated
according to the solar time and the heliostat location on earth [10].

Similarly, the reflection vector pointing toward the target from
the heliostat center in ground-coordinates is illustrated in Fig. 4.2
4 cosar
cosbr
cosgr

3
5 ¼

2
4�cosqHsinl
�sinqHsinl
cosl

3
5 (2)

where cosar, cosbr, cosgr are the direction cosine components of the
reflection vector, l is the heliostat’s target angle and qH is
the heliostat’s facing angle which is measured anticlockwise on the
horizontal plane from the south-pointing coordinate axis to the
heliostat’s position. The angles l and qH depend on the heliostat and
the target locations on earth.

The incident angle q equals to the half of the angle between the
incidence and reflection vectors. According to the law of vector
angular cosine and using Eqs. (1) and (2), we have,

cos2q ¼ sina cos l� cosa sin l cosðqH � AÞ (3)

The incident angle q can be solved from Eq. (3) as follows,

q ¼ cos�1

( ffiffiffi
2

p

2
½sinacosl� cosðqH � AÞcosasinlþ 1�1=2

)
(4)

For obtaining the direction cosine of the incidence vector in
auxiliary coordinates X1Y1Z1, the coordinates need to transform
from ground-coordinates to auxiliary coordinates. Firstly, ground-
coordinates rotate qH�p/2 about Zg axis and then rotate l about Xg

axis so that the three axial directions of the coordinates coincide
with that of reflection-normal coordinates (see Fig. 2). Then, the
coordinates rotate �uH about Zr axis so that the three axial direc-
tions of the coordinates coincide with that of the auxiliary coordi-
nates. The transformation matrices are given as follows,
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Fig. 4. Reflection vector in ground-coordinates.
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M1 ¼
2
4 sinqH �cosqH 0
cosqH sinqH 0
0 0 1

3
5; M2 ¼

2
41 0 0
0 cosl sinl
0 �sinl cosl

3
5;

M3 ¼
2
4 cosuH �sinuH 0
sinuH cosuH 0

0 0 1

3
5

where uH is the rotation angle about the first axis (see Fig. 2). The
direction cosine of the incidence vector also can be written as (0,
sin2q, cos2q). Therefore, we have,2
40
sin2q
cos2q

3
5 ¼ M3M2M1$

2
4 cosA cosa
sinA cosa
sina

3
5 (5)

From Eq. (5), we have,

cosuHcosasinðqH � AÞ � sinuH ½coslcosacosðqH � AÞ
þ sinlsina� ¼ 0 ð6Þ

Solving Eq. (6), we have,

uH ¼ tan�1
�

cosasinðqH � AÞ
coslcosacosðqH � AÞ þ sinlsina

�
(7)

The tilt angle EH of the heliostat equals to the incident angle q,
we have,

EH ¼ q (8)

3. Ray tracing equations for the target-aligned heliostat

For modeling and analyzing the target-aligned heliostat with an
asymmetric surface, it is necessary to derive the ray tracing equa-
tions. Cartesian right-handed coordinate systems are established
M1 ¼
2
41 0 0
0 sina �cosa
0 cosa sina

3
5; M2 ¼

2
4�sinA �cosA 0

cosA �sinA 0
0 0 1

3
5; M3 ¼

2
4 sinqH �cosqH 0
cosqH sinqH 0
0 0 1

3
5;

M4 ¼
2
41 0 0
0 cosl sinl
0 �sinl cosl

3
5; M5 ¼

2
4 cosuH �sinuH 0
sinuH cosuH 0

0 0 1

3
5; M6 ¼

2
41 0 0
0 cosq �sinq
0 sinq cosq

3
5:
and shown in Fig. 5. Incident-normal coordinates are defined as Xi,
Yi, Zi, where the heliostat plane center M is origin, Zi is along the
incident direction toward the sun, Xi is horizontal and perpendic-
ular to Zi, and Yi is perpendicular to Xi toward up. Heliostat-coor-
dinates are defined as Xm, Ym, Zm, where the heliostat plane center
M is origin, Zm is along the normal direction of the heliostat toward
up, Xm is along the second axis of the heliostat, Ym is perpendicular
A11 ¼ �cosuHcosðqH � AÞ � sinuHcoslsinðqH � AÞ
A12 ¼ ½sinuHcoslcosðqH � AÞ � cosuHsinðqH � AÞ�sina � sinuHsi
A13 ¼ ½cosuHsinðqH � AÞ � sinuHcoslcosðqH � AÞ�cosa � sinuHsi
A21 ¼ ðcosqcosuHcosl þ sinqsinlÞsinðqH � AÞ � cosqsinuHcosðqH
A22 ¼ ðcosqcosuHsinl � sinqcoslÞcosa � ½cosqsinuHsinðqH � AÞ þ
A23 ¼ ½cosqsinuHsinðqH � AÞ þ ðcosqcosuHcosl þ sinqsinlÞcosðqH
A31 ¼ ðsinqcosuHcosl � cosqsinlÞsinðqH � AÞ � sinqsinuHcosðqH
A32 ¼ ðsinqcosuHsinl þ cosqcoslÞcosa � ½sinqsinuHsinðqH � AÞ þ
A33 ¼ ½sinqsinuHsinðqH � AÞ þ ðsinqcosuHcosl � cosqsinlÞcosðqH
to Xm toward up, Xm and Ym are located in the heliostat plane.
Target-coordinates are defined as XT, YT, ZT, where the receiver
aperture center T is origin, ZT is along the normal direction of the
receiver aperture toward up, XT is horizontal and perpendicular to
ZT, YT is perpendicular to XT toward up, XT and YT are located in the
receiver aperture plane.

Considering the sun shape, the incident beam relative to a point
of mirror can be regarded as a cone with a vertex angle of
3 ¼ 9.3mrad. The symmetric axis of the cone coincides with the Zi
axial direction. The polar coordinate system is established on the
solar disc plane. The center of the solar disc is the origin. rsun, qsun
are the polar coordinate components (0�rsun�3/2, 0�qsun�2p). In
terms of incident-normal coordinates XiYiZi, the components dix, diy,
diz of the unit vector of incident ray can be expressed as follows,

2
4 dix
diy
diz

3
5 ¼

2
64
rsuncosqsun
rsunsinqsun�
1� d2ix � d2iy

�0:5
3
75 (9)

For obtaining the direction cosine components cosaI, cosbI,
cosgI of the incident ray in heliostat-coordinates XmYmZm, the
coordinates need to transform from incident-normal coordinates
to heliostat-coordinates. Firstly, incident-normal coordinates
rotate a�p/2 about Xi axis and then rotate A�p/2 about Zi axis so
that the three axial directions of the coordinates coincide with
that of ground-coordinates (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 5). Secondly, the
coordinates rotate qH�p/2 about Zg axis and then rotate l about Xg

axis so that the three axial directions of the coordinates coincide
with that of reflection-normal coordinates. Finally, the coordi-
nates rotate �uH about Zr axis and then rotate �q about Xr axis so
that the axial directions of the coordinates coincide with that of
heliostat-coordinates. The transformation matrices are given as
follows,
So we have,2
4 cosaI
cosbI
cosgI

3
5 ¼ P6�i

i¼0ði�5Þ½Mi�$
2
4 dix
diy
diz

3
5 ¼

2
4 dixA11 þ diyA12 þ dizA13
dixA21 þ diyA22 þ dizA23
dixA31 þ diyA32 þ dizA33

3
5

(10)
where,
nlcosa
nlsina
� AÞ
ðcosqcosuHcosl þ sinqsinlÞcosðqH � AÞ�sina
� AÞ�cosa þ ðcosqcosuHsinl � sinqcoslÞsina
� AÞ
ðsinqcosuHcosl � cosqsinlÞcosðqH � AÞ�sina
� AÞ�cosa þ ðsinqcosuHsinl þ cosqcoslÞsina
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The coordinates of a point of mirror are denoted by Xm, Ym, Zm. In
terms of heliostat-coordinates, the components dnx, dny, dnz of the
unit normal vector of a point on themirror surface can be expressed
as follows,

2
4 dnx
dny
dnz

3
5 ¼

2
6664
�dXm

þ dnwx
�dYm

þ dnwy�
1� d2nx � d2ny

�0:5
3
7775 (11)

where, dXm
and dYm

are angular components along Xm and Ym axes
respectively due to the mirror surface shape, dnwx and dnwy are
angular components along Xm and Ym axes respectively due to the
shape errors. The direction cosine components cosaN, cosbN, cosgN

of the normal vector of a point can be written as follows,

2
4 cosaN
cosbN
cosgN

3
5 ¼

2
64
dnx
dny�
1� d2nx � d2ny

�0:5
3
75 (12)

According to the law of vector angular cosine, the incident angle
qm of all traced rays relative to the mirror surface can be written as
follows,

cosqm ¼ cosaIcosaN þ cosbIcosbN þ cosgIcosgN (13)

According to the Snell law, the direction cosine components
cosamr, cosbmr, cosgmr of reflection rays in terms of heliostat-coor-
dinates are written as follows,

2
4 cosamr
cosbmr
cosgmr

3
5 ¼

2
42cosqmcosaN � cosaI
2cosqmcosbN � cosbI
2cosqmcoslN � cosgI

3
5 (14)

For obtaining the direction cosine components cosar, cosbr, cosgr

of the reflection ray and the coordinate components Xmr, Ymr, Zmr of
a point of mirror in reflection-normal coordinates XrYrZr, the
coordinates need to transform from heliostat-coordinates to
reflection-normal coordinates. Therefore, heliostat-coordinates
rotate q about Xm axis and then rotate uH about Zm axis so that the
axial directions of the coordinates coincide with that of reflection-
normal coordinates (see Fig. 6). The transformation matrices are
given as follows,

M1 ¼
2
41 0 0
0 cosq sinq
0 �sinq cosq

3
5; M2 ¼

2
4 cosuH sinuH 0
�sinuH cosuH 0

0 0 1

3
5

So we have,

2
64
cosar
cosbr
cosgr

3
75 ¼ M2M1

2
64
cosamr

cosbmr

cosgmr

3
75

¼

2
64
cosamrcosuH þ cosbmrsinuHcosqþ cosgmrsinuHsinq
�cosamrsinuH þ cosbmrcosuHcosqþ cosgmrcosuHsinq
�cosbmrsinqþ cosgmrcosq

3
75
ð15Þ

2
64
Xmr

Ymr

Zmr

3
75 ¼ M2M1

2
64
Xm

Ym
Zm

3
75

¼

2
64
XmcosuH þ YmsinuHcosqþ ZmsinuHsinq
�XmsinuH þ YmcosuHcosqþ ZmcosuHsinq
�Ymsinqþ Zmcosq

3
75 ð16Þ

The equation of the reflection ray is written as follows,

xr � Xmr

cosar
¼ yr � Ymr

cosbr
¼ zr � Zmr

cosgr
(17)

The coordinates of intersection point between the reflection ray
and the plane Zr ¼ S0 (see Fig. 6) are solved as follows,2
4Xr
Yr
Zr

3
5 ¼

2
4 ðS0 � ZmrÞ$cosar=cosgr þ Xmr
ðS0 � ZmrÞ$cosbr=cosgr þ Ymr
S0

3
5 (18)

where S0 is the distance between the heliostat center and the
receiver aperture center (see Fig. 6).

A new reflection auxiliary coordinates Xr1Yr1Zr1 are obtained by
translating the reflection-normal coordinate S0 along Zr axis (see
Fig. 7). In terms of the new coordinates, the coordinates of inter-
section point between the reflection ray and the plane Zr ¼ S0 can
be written as Xr, Yr, 0.

For obtaining the direction cosine components cosatr, cosbtr,
cosgtr of the reflection ray and the coordinate components Xt0, Yt0,
Zt0 of the intersection point in target-coordinates XTYTZT, the
coordinates need to transform from reflection auxiliary coordinates
to target-coordinates. Firstly, the coordinates rotate �l about Xr1
axis and then rotate p/2�qH about Zr1 axis so that the axial direc-
tions of the coordinates coincide with that of ground-coordinates
(see Fig. 7). Then, the coordinates rotate dR about Yg axial direction
and then rotate p/2 about Zg axial direction so that the axial
directions of the coordinates coincide with that of the target-
coordinates. The transformation matrices are given as follows,



Fig. 8. Optical model of the target-aligned mirror with the toroidal surface in Zemax
software.
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M1 ¼
2
41 0 0
0 cosl �sinl
0 sinl cosl

3
5; M2 ¼

2
4 sinqH cosqH 0
�cosqH sinqH 0

0 0 1

3
5;

M3 ¼
2
4 cosdR 0 �sindR

0 1 0
sindR 0 cosdR

3
5; M4 ¼

2
4 0 1 0
�1 0 0
0 0 1

3
5:

So we have,2
4Xt0
Yt0
Zt0

3
5 ¼

2
4�XrcosqH þ YrsinqHcosl
�XrsinqHcosdR � YrðcosqHcosdRcosl� sindRsinlÞ
XrsinqHsindR þ YrðcosqHsindRcoslþ cosdRsinlÞ

3
5

(19)
cosatr ¼ �cosarcosqH þ cosbrsinqHcosl� cosgrsinqHsinl
cosbtr ¼ �cosarsinqHcosdR � cosbrðcosqHcosdRcosl� sindRsinlÞ þ cosgrðcosqHcosdRsinlþ sindRcoslÞ
cosgtr ¼ cosarsinqHsindR þ cosbrðcosqHsindRcoslþ cosdRsinlÞ � cosgrðcosqHsindRsinl� cosdRcoslÞ

(20)
where dR is the tilt angle of the receiver aperture (see Fig. 5).
The coordinates of intersection point between the reflection ray

and the receiver aperture plane zT ¼ 0 are derived as follows,2
4 xT
yT
zT

3
5 ¼

2
4�Zt0cosatr=cosgtr þ Xt0
�Zt0cosbtr=cosgtr þ Yt0
0

3
5 (21)

According to the equation (21), the coordinates of intersection
points between all traced rays and the receiver aperture can be
calculated.

4. Validation of the tracking and ray tracing equations

Based on the tracking and ray tracing equations, a new module
for the analysis of the target-aligned heliostats with an asymmetric
surface is developed and incorporated in the code HFLD. A target-
Table 1
Parameters of the single heliostat.

Latitude 40.4�

Heliostat size 5 m � 5 m
Height of the pedestal 2.5 m
Location (xg,yg) (�31.058 m, 0)
Facing angle 180�

Tracking method Target-aligned tracking
Target distance 36.94 m
Tilt angle of target plane 30�
aligned heliostat with a toroidal surface [11] is designed. The
parameters of the target-aligned heliostat are given in Table 1.

According to the locations of the heliostat and the target on the
earth, the range of incident angle q relative to the heliostat center in
a year can be calculated. Assuming the working hours of the
heliostat are from solar time 8:00 a.m. through 4:00 p.m. every day,
the range of incident angle q is 0�w35�. The toroidal surface
equation in the form z ¼ f(x,y) is given as follows,
2
4 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ð1þ KÞC2y2

p 3
5
2

2

uuu
z ¼ Rs �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rs � ð1þ KÞC �x

vu
t (22)

where C¼ 1/Rt, Rs and Rt are curvature radii along the meridian and
sagittal direction, K is the cone factor.

The size and tilt angles of a mirror and the surface shape
parameters including Rs, Rt and K can be input into Zemax so that
the optical model of the target-aligned mirror with a toroidal
surface can be easily created (see Fig. 8).

The field of view along the Y direction of the mirror equals to the
incident angle q and the field of view along the X direction equals to
0. The distance between the mirror center and the image plane
equals to the product of the target distance and the cosine of the
incident angle. As the incident angle changes, the corresponding tilt
angles of the toroidal mirror about X, Y and Z axes are inputted in
order to reflect light into a defined direction. An optimal toroidal
surface for the target-aligned heliostat is designed by using Zemax.
The parameters of the toroidal surface are given in Table 2.
Table 2
Parameters of the toroidal surface.

Range of incident angle 0�w35�

Target distance 36.94 m
Curvature radius along meridian direction (Rt) 81.40 m
Cone factor (K) �19.32
Curvature radius along sagittal direction (Rs) 68.00 m



Fig. 9. The comparison of image for the target-aligned heliostat 15 with toroidal surface at different times on the vernal equinox, the dimensions shown are in micrometers, where
left image is calculated by the HFLD and right image is calculated by Zemax.
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According to the parameters of the heliostat as listed in Table 1
and Table 2, the target-aligned heliostat with the toroidal surface
is modeled and the image of the heliostat is calculated by using
the code HFLD and the software Zemax respectively. The solar
shape is not considered in the calculation. The comparisons of the
results are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the results coincide
with each other very well. Therefore, the correctness of the
tracking and ray tracing equations for the target-aligned heliostat
is proved.
5. Conclusions

In this work, the tracking and ray tracing equations for the
target-aligned heliostat for solar tower power plants are derived
and given explicitly. With the equations, a new module for the
analysis of the target-aligned heliostat with asymmetric surface is
incorporated in the code HFLD. To validate the correctness of the
tracking and ray tracing equations, a target-aligned heliostat with
a toroidal surface is designed andmodeled. The image of the target-
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aligned heliostat is calculated by the code HFLD and the software
Zemax respectively. The calculated results coincide with each other
and thus the correctness of the equations is proved.
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